Introduction
Let (X, Y), (Xi, Y 1 ), (X 2 , Y 2 ).... be a sequence of independent, identically distributed, bivariate randoiii variables with joint probaility deusity fuanct ion f(x, y). In tis paper we coiisider the seqluentid ,stilnation of zeros Aid extreiia of ir(z) = E(YIX = x) using a Conlinatiol of the nonparametric kernel and stochaw.tic al)lroximalt ion methods. The structure of our sampling scheme is dilfferent from the one considered by lRohbiis Land Monro (1951) since the experimenter, observing the bivariate data, has no control over the design variables {X,}, as is assumed in classical stochastic approximation algorithms.
The proposed sequential procedure is based on the principal idea of nonparametric kernel estimation of re(z), i.e. to construct a weighted average of those observat ions (X,, I) of which X, happens to fall into an asymptotically shrinking neighborhood of x. The shrinkage of such a neighborhood is usually parameterized by a seqtence of bandwidths h,, tending to zero, whereas the shape of the neighborhoods is given by a real kcrnte functC ,n K.
Motivated by classical procedures we define the following sequential estimator of a zero of M7,
*Her, Zi denotes an arbitrary starting random variable with finite second moment and {an} is a Sequence of positive constants tending to zero. I fact, the sequence { Z. } will converge under our conditions to the (unique) zero of
where fx(z) denotes the marginal density of X, but an assumption about fx ensures that the zero of the two functions m and ri is identical.
Under mild conditions we show consistency (almost surely and in quadratic mean) and asymptotic normality of {Z}. An asymptotic bias term (depending on the smoothness of n)
, shows ip, if the bandwidth sequence tends to zero at a specific rate. Fixed width confidence intervals are constructed, using a suitable stopping rule based on estimates of the variance of the asymptotic normal distribution. If we knew fx the algorithm (2) would simplify, the additional {X.} are obsolete in this ca.se, here we propose
The additional difficulty of estimating simultaneously fx didn't occur in the case of estiinatin.g zeros, since the problein for m could be transferred to the equivalent problem for th, which does not involve fX. I practice the adti ioal i.i.d. sequence { X, } could be constructed by saIIIhnl ig il pairs and diiscarding the Y olst-rvations of one element. This results in some loss of etliciency but makes the practical application possible with the data at hand. Another proposal that we would like to iiake is related to the boot-strap. From the first N observations, a denisity estimate ]x of fx could be constructed and then the algorithm (2) could be started W ith {X,} distributed with density fx. A third possibility is to plug in fx into the algorithm (3). We (lid not investigate the last mentioned procedures.
An alternative way of defining an estimator of the zero of the regression function m could be to construct an estimate of t he whole function ata( then to empirically determine an observed zero as an e#stirnate. This procetdure would be time co7)sunJiing in the case of sequential observation of the date, since for every new observation the whole function has to be constructed wherea;s our procedure just keeps one number in meniory and updates that number due to the formal presription (1). Also in cases where an enormous amount of data has to be processed, an estimate of a ,ero based on the estimate of the whole regression function seems to be inadvisable since all the data has to be stored in the memory at a time. l'n,. rest of the paper is organized as follow.. Section 2 comtainus tle results and gives ti, ,,:isteiicy proof for {Z,}. In section 3 we present the re.sults of some simulations and an apl i at on f of {Z, } to sone real data. In the last section we give the rest. of the proofs.
Results
A crucial assumption that makes the problem identifiable through in resp. r] is the following.
(Al)
The marginal density fx of X is pomitive.
The speed of convergence of (a.) and {h,.) is controlled by The zero 0 0 of rn(x) (and of in (x)) is identified by
Smoothness of in is guaranteed by The kernel function K has to satisfy the following conditions.
K is twice differentiable and
The joint density f(x, y) has to be smooth in its first argilnent. -Oo -a,,,h(Z,,) ).
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Hence by (A7), (6)
wh,'re Z,./2 is the (I -k/2)-quantile of the standard normal distribution.
The fixe(i width confidence intervals are constructed via In the case 1/5 < -t < 1/3 an asymptotic confidence interval of fixed length 2d and asymptotic coverage probability I -a is given by The range of -y had to be reduced to 1/5 < y < 1/3 since otherwise S 2 . would no longer be a consistent estimator of f'( 0 o). 1-') N (d) --(72 (,,)) 
The analysis of the sequential procedure {Z',} is quite analogeous to that of {Z,, }. we define the (unique) zero of F as eM.
Theorom 4. Assume (Al), (A2.1), (A2.3), (A5.1), (A5.3), (A6.1) , (A7) and let (A3), (A4.1) be fulfilled with i in the place of in. Then {Z,,} converges to OM almost surely and in the quadratic mean. 
,(Y) = fX(EM) fY f(M,y)dyf K2 (K') /(2F'(0 ) -I + 4-y)
.. emark 3.
For simplicity of presentation we didn't arrange for a wider range of -y such that an asymptotic bias term occurs. If F is twice continuously differentiable then the range of allowable exponents can be extended to 1/8 < -1 < 1/4. The discussion would be in analogy to Theorem 2 with F in the place of rh.
Estimators for the numerator and denominator of a2(-y) are constructed in the following "'2 way. converges tinder our assumptions to T1eM, alnost surely. Define 'ii.
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Mont* Carlo Study and an Application
In this section we report the results of a Monte Carlo experiment comparing the performance of our sequential procedure when some of the invOlV(l parameters are tuned at different levels.
We also report aii application of the algorithm (1) to som1e reial data.
The Table I and Table   2 it is seen that the average of the stopping times Table 2 In a small application we took the sequence of random variables {(Xi, I') }, X. =age, Yj =weight
w.
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